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ISIS-inspired ‘lone wolves’ strike
again, Muslims fear backlash
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

he slaughter of 49 people
in a Florida nightclub by
a lone gunman vowing
allegiance to the Islamic
State (ISIS) and the stabbing murders of a French police
commander and his partner in their
home near Paris by another killer
with jihadist links appear to signal a
new phase in ISIS’s terror campaign.
There have been “lone wolf” attacks inspired by the terror group
before but the savagery of the latest
atrocities indicates that ISIS is seeking to encourage and intensify such
attacks by individuals as it steadily
loses territory in its self-proclaimed
caliphate spanning Iraq and Syria.
ISIS claimed both attacks but the
exact jihadist loyalties of the two
killers remain unclear. Both men,
who claimed allegiance to ISIS,
were shot dead by police.
The attacks appear to have been
triggered by a May 21st call by Abu
Mohammed al-Adnani, one of ISIS’s
leaders, to “supporters of the Islamic caliphate” to strike “in Europe
and America” during Ramadan.
Jason Burke, a terrorism expert
and author of The New Threat from
Islamic Militancy, said the attacks in
Florida June 12th and in France the
next day indicate that “a new form
of terrorism” is emerging that poses
a “dramatic new threat… the result
of a 20-year evolution of Islamic
militancy towards a decentralised,
anarchic but tragically effective
type of violence”.
“ISIS is slowly transforming the
way that lone wolves are used by
jihadis,” observed analyst Hassan
Hassan of the Tahrir Institute for
Joint Middle East Policy in Washington and co-author of Inside the
Army of Terror.
“It is mobilising sympathisers as
active conscripts in its military campaign, whereas al-Qaeda tends to
view sympathisers as part of a long-

Members of the Congressional Muslim Staff Association, the LGBT Congressional Staff Association
and members of the US Congress assemble, in Washington on the steps of the US Capitol in solidarity
with the Orlando shooting victims, on June 13th .
term effort to build legitimacy,” he
said.
“ISIS and al-Qaeda also differ in
the way they view civilian casualties. Al-Qaeda… views civilians
killed in the course of (its) attacks
as collateral damage, justifiable in

The effects of
such terrorist
attacks in the West
extend to Muslims
themselves.

religious terms.
“For ISIS, civilians are the preferred target. They should be attacked until such time as ‘every
neighbour fears his neighbour’.
“In the future, lone wolf attacks
will form a central plank of its developing foreign strategy and for this
reason, they are likely to become
more common, as ISIS encourages
its sympathisers to join in global jihad,” Hassan concluded.
The Middle East also faces this
threat. On June 26th, 2015, a lone
jihadist armed with an automatic
rifle strolled down a beach at the

Tunisian resort of Sousse, killing 39
foreign tourists, most of them British.
The effects of such terrorist attacks in the West extend to Muslims
themselves. They fear vigilante retribution against their communities
if the atrocities continue, inflaming
politics, as evidenced by Donald
Trump’s increasingly blatant antiMuslim outbursts.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly. He lives in Beirut.
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Performing Ramadan fast in sweltering summer heat
Samar Kadi

Beirut

A

bstaining from eating
and drinking for long
hours is always a test
of willpower and determination but it is even
more arduous during excessively
hot weather. Muslims in Arab
countries face that challenge when
the fasting month of Ramadan occurs in summer.
Ramadan fasting is observed
from dawn to dusk — an average of
16 hours in the summer — and can
take its toll on people, especially
under the scorching sun and desert
heat of the Middle East and North
Africa.
The advent of Ramadan coincided with a heatwave across Iraq,
where temperatures were more
than 50 degrees Celsius, prompting
the government to reduce working hours in public administration.
For war-weary Syrians deprived of

electricity and struggling with food
shortages and inflation, Ramadanrelated duties have been affected
by temperatures topping 40 degrees Celsius.

“The same as last year, we have
not been able to fast this Ramadan
because of strong heat, scarcity of
food and the high prices of available commodities which we cannot

afford,” bemoaned Mohamad Assaf, who was displaced from Raqqa.
Gulf countries, where temperatures hit 50 degrees Celsius, saw
governments adjust work schedules. Saudi Arabia banned work under the sun between noon and 3pm.

Gulf countries,
where temperatures
hit 50 degrees
Celsius, saw
governments adjust
work schedules.

A Palestinian Muslim worshipper shields himself from the sun as
he reads the Quran during Friday prayer at the al-Aqsa mosque
compound in Jerusalem’s old city, on June 17th.

In Jordan, the Motor Vehicle Department blamed an 80% jump in
traffic accidents in Amman — 529
crashes since Ramadan started on
June 6th — on speed and careless
driving often by motorists late for
iftar, the sundown fast-breaking
meal.
“Iftar time is a circus since the
state loses its control over the
streets and policemen are busy

breaking their fast. Asking friends
out for an iftar meal is like inviting
them to a death trip,” said Inas elSheikh, a teacher in Amman.
The 16-hour fast each day “is a
difficult challenge to go through
the workday fasting but you have
to work to earn a living and do
your duty as a Muslim,” said Fethi
Omari, a bricklayer at a construction site in Tunis.
“Drinking two litres of water
through the night helps beat thirst
in the day. One should always start
iftar with two glasses of water and
keep away as much as possible
from fried and salty food, as well
as sweets to beat thirst,” Lebanese
dietician Joya Farhat advises.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society sections editor
in Beirut, Jamal J. Halaby, Levant
editor in Amman, Mohammed
Alkhreiji, Gulf editor in London
and Lamine Ghanmi in Tunis
contributed to this report.
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